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(Book Work)

Page no.78
Now complete the sentence is using in, under and on.
1. Froggy hides on the pot.
2. Froggy hides in the pot.
3. Froggy hides under the pot.
Page no.79
A.Circle the correct preposition for each picture.
1. Under
2. On
3. In
4. In
5. On
6. Under
Page no.81
B.Look at the picture on the next page and complete these sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Where is the Clock? It is on the television.
Where is the cupboard? It is behind the chair.
Where is the television? It is on the wall.
Where is the doll? It is near the green ball.
Where are the notebooks? They are in the shelf.
Where is the lunch box? It is near the water bottle.
Where is the bag? It is on the chair.
Where are the colour pencils? They are in the pencil case.
Where is the flower vase? It is on the table.

C. Match the pictures with the sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The girl is between the boys.
The cow is in front of the tree.
The dog is under the bed.
The bird is on our tree.

Picture #5
Picture #6
Picture #1
Picture #3

5. The child is behind the tree.
6. The dog is in its kennel.

picture #4
Picture #2

Page no. 84
D. Where is the bee? look at these pictures and right sentence is using the words from the box.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The bee is near the hive.
The bee is behind the hive.
The bee is on the flower.
The bee is in the hive.
The bee is between the Flowers.
The bee is in front of the hive.

Page no.87
1. Complete the sentences.
. Go straight on and turn right.
. Turn right and go straight on.
. Turn left.
. Go straight on. turn right and then turn left.
2. Write the questions.
1. How do I get to the dining room?
Ans. Go past the kitchen and turn left. Go straight on.
2.How do I go to the bedroom or kitchen?
Ans. Go straight on. it's on the right.
3.How do I go to the bedroom?
Ans. Go straight on. Turn left and turn right.
(Copy Work)
Q1.What is preposition? Define with examples.
Ans. A preposition shows a relationship between two things.
For example- on ,in, under, behind etc.

Lesson – 11
Adverbs
Page no.88.

(Book Work)

Now answer these questions.
1. How did the lion roar?

Loudly

2. How did the giraffe eat green leaves?
3. How did one monkey eat bananas?
4. How did the koala climb the tree?
5. How did the other monkeys sit on a stone?

Silently
Happily
Slowly
Lazily

Page no.89
A.Look at these pictures and complete the sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The dog barks loudly.
The boy ran quickly.
My Gran father walks slowly.
Myra laughed happily.
The soldier fought bravely.

B. Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1. The lion roars loudly/ sweetly.
Ans.loudly
2. The bear eats honey hungriy /neatly.
Ans.hungrily
3. The sun shines brightly /wisely.
Ans.brightly
4. The bird sings sweetly /slowly.
Ans.sweetly
5. I write neatly /loudly.
Ans.neatly
6. The rabbit hopes slowly /quickly.
Ans.quickly
C. Complete these paragraphs about rhenus cat and her kittens using adverbs from the box.
Reena's cat Lola had small furry kittens.They roam around in Reena’s house happily. They hope and run
eagerly around in the living room. They chase each other and try bravely to climb the couch. Lola
lovingly watches her babies play around. Reena follows them and gently pats them every now and then.
D.
Across
1.The plumber fixed the problem easily.
3. Maria opened the gifts eagerly.
7. The students answered all the questions correctly.
8. Maya reads silently.
Down
2.The dog sat lazily in the shade of the tree.

4.We waited for our turn patiently.
5.Jerry laughed merrily.
6. The tortoise moved slowly.
Page no.95
1.Look and write always often an never.
1. Juanita always goes to school.
2. Fido never goes to school.
3. Juanita often Plays football.
4. Fido often plays football.
5. Juanita never eats meat.
6. Fido always eats meat.
2. Circle here, there or near.
1. My school is near /there the shop.
2. I play football there /near.
3. I come here/ near on Saturday mornings.
4. Our TV is here/near the phone.

( Copy Work)
Q1. What is adverb? define with examples.
Ans.Words that tell us more about actions verbs are called adverbs.
For example- happily ,bravely,quickly , slowly etc.
Lesson – 12
Conjunctions
Page no.97.

( Book Work)

Fill in the blanks.
Snow White was a kind and gentle princess.
1. She was lost and scared in the Woods.
2. Snow White and her animal friends cleaned the whole cottage.
Page no.98
A.Match the pictures that go together.

Bread- butter
Cup -saucer
Bat- ball
Table Now, make sentences using the names of the pictures you have matched.
1.
2.
3.
4.

I like to eat bread and butter.
Maya held Cup and saucer carefully.
The children are playing with the bat and ball.
He bought a chair and table for the study room.

Page no.100
B.Look at the table.
Now, read the sentences and write T for true and F for false.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Harsh eats cupcakes, but Tarishi does not eat cupcakes.
harsh and Tarishi Play football.
Harsh and Tarishi can sing.
Tarishi can sing, but Harsh cannot sing.
Tarishi has a pet, but Harsh does not have a pet.

C. Join these pairs of sentences using and but or or.
1. My Gran father is kind. My Gran father is generous.
Ans. My Gran father is kind and generous.
2. Mr Rahman is strict. Mr Rahman is kind.
Ans. Mr Rahman is strict but he is kind.
3. Are you in Class 1? Are you in Class 2?
Ans. Are you in class 1 or Class 2?
4. The King had everything. The King was not happy.
Ans. The King had everything but he was not happy.
5. Do you want a small toy ? Do you want a big toy?
Ans. Do you want a small toy or a big toy?
6. The old man sat in the chair. The old man fell asleep.
Ans. The old man said in the chair and fell asleep.
Page no. 103

T
T
F
T
F

1. Circle the correct answer.
1. She likes learning because /or it makes her strong.
2. We like basketball because/ and tennis.
3. She likes cake because /or it is sweet.
4. I can read because/but l cannot play the piano.
2. Complete the sentences with because, or, and or but.
1. I was tired because I had a lot of school work.
2. I like cheese and cake.
3. Does your friend play the guitar or sing songs?
4. I like small dogs, but I do not like big dogs.
( Copy Work )
Q1.What is conjunction? Define with examples.
Ans. A conjunction is a word that joins two words, things or ideas.
For example- and, but, or because etc.

COMPOSITION
Page no.112
C. look at the pictures And complete the story.
A crow is flying in the Sky. He is thirsty. He is looking for water. He sees a pot . But the water is at
the bottom. He cannot reach it. He sees some stones. He picks up the stones with his beak. He drops
them into the pot. The water rises. He drink the water.

